Use of alignment-free molecular descriptors in diversity analysis and optimal sampling of molecular libraries.
The selection of a sample of diverse compounds is a common strategy for exploring large molecular libraries. However, the success of such approach depends on the selection of relevant molecular descriptors and the use of appropriate sampling methods. In the context of pharmaceutical research, the molecular descriptors should be based on physicochemical properties related with the pharmacological behaviour of the compounds. In this sense, the alignment-free GRIND and VolSurf molecular descriptors are promising candidates since they have been successfully used in the modelling of both pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic properties of drugs. This work describes the use of such descriptors in the diversity sampling of a library of primary amines and compares the results with those obtained in a previous study that used quantum-mechanical descriptors. As in the previous work, principal component (PC) analysis was applied to reduce the dimensionality and remove redundant information of the original descriptors, and the compounds were sampled on the basis of k-means clustering on the space of the selected PCs. The results of the present study show that VolSurf and GRIND provide similar quality sampling regarding global features of the molecules such as hydrophilicity, however the topology of the compounds is considered differently. The similarity between particular compounds strongly depends on the original descriptors used. However all the sample selections done in the PC space after k-means clustering provide the same apparent diversity in comparison to the whole dataset. The results indicate that there is no best set of descriptors on a diversity basis. The selection of descriptors must be based on the drug features to be investigated.